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Research Interest:

• Operator algebras

• Non-commutative analysis

Research Summary:

I have studied various topics based on operator algebras. The highlights of operator algebras are:

fights against “non-commutative phenomena” and overcoming obstacles from “infinite dimension-

ality”. Finding suitable algebraic formulations is important in view of “non-commutativity”, and

it is interesting that we need skills of analysis to overcome obstacles from “infinite dimensionality”.

Operator algebras are so cool and quite an interesting and broad subject in mathematics.

The keywords of my research include: von Neumann algebras, free product (with amalgama-

tion), HNN extension, quantum group, subfactor, Jones index, ergodic equivalence relation, free

probability theory, random matrix, non-commutation function space.
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Message to Prospective Students:

You should finish to learn calculus, linear algebra, general topology, complex analysis, measure

theory, and elementary functional analysis prior to your entrance to our graduate school for your

study on operator algebras. You can obtain enough knowledge on complex analysis, measure

theory, and elementary functional analysis from two very fine books “Real and Complex Analysis”

by W. Rudin and “A Guide to Functional Analysis” by S.G. Krantz. These three subjects form an

important basis for the study of any branches of mathematical analysis. It is also very nice if you

have already learnt a little about abstract algebra and geometry as well as probability theory.

I usually advise my students to study topics, which are different from my research topics as well

as other student’s ones under my guidance, within operator algebras in a broad sense. This is

because I hope that any student studies hard as an independent and important member of our

group.


